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Harper Harlow and Jared Monroe are going on vacation. Sort of.The newly minted couple are in a
good place, so when Jared asks Whisper Coveâ€™s favorite ghost hunter to go to Harsens Island to
visit an old friend and his family, Harper jumps at the chance.Josh Stoker and Jared have a lot to
catch up on, including the hard financial times the Stoker family is struggling to deal with. In an effort
to keep their business empire afloat, the Stokers have turned their ancestral family home into an
inn, and this week they just happen to be hosting a murder mystery event.Harper and Jared are
game to play, but when a real ghost shows up and a dangerous storm slams into the island, things
spiral out of control. Thereâ€™s a murderer in the house, and Harper and Jared have to find out
who it is before another body drops.Jared doesnâ€™t want to suspect his friend, but no one is off
limits. When the truth comes out, two murders will be solved and Harper and Jared will be in an
entirely new place in their relationship â€“ that is if they can survive long enough to get off the
island.Itâ€™s all hands on deck for another ghostly mystery, and danger is the name of the game â€¦
unfortunately so is betrayal.
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Just finished reading the 3rd book in this series. Where I do enjoy the story line for Harper Harlow, I
have problems with some of what Zander and Harper bicker back and forth about. Nipples ???
Really. She practically ran this conversation into the ground. Can't they just be friends without all the
trash they say to one another. I like Zander but really, I think the author has just gone way
overboard to prove he is gay. We know he is gay and love him. I hope the next book is toned down
just a bit.

Good plot. The writing about the plot was very good. But who was the murderer in the mystery
game? Also too much bathtubs ,naps, showers and hopping soap. Dander is a good character.
Hope to see Josh in future books.

A fun and fast paced adventure and mystery on an island a few miles from Whisper Cove. Jard and
Harper are guests of Jard' s college friend Josh. Josh' s family owned a mansion, which they turned
into a hotel. Not everybody is happy and there starts the fun, games and murder. Also a nice female
ghost shows up and adds to the who done it. A great read.

The interaction between the characters is so much fun to read, the love and friendship and dialogue
is funny and heart warming. Love the paranormal touch as well. It is rare for me to pay this much for
books with all the freebies and .99 books available but I enjoyed the character interaction so much I
bought the whole series. JIR

This is the second series by this author that I do not plan to continue reading. When I start counting
and highlighting how many times a word is used in almost every other page, and sometime multiple
times on the same page, I know that I have lost interest in the storyline and am starting to get
annoyed with the dialogue. Author needs to stop using cute to describe just about everything, and I
also got tired of the constant banter about nipples. The actual murder mystery weekend mystery
would have probably been more interesting. Also wish the gay best friend was not being portrayed
so stereotypically. This entire book also seemed very familiar to another story by same author,
about a great weekend reunion at college friend's mansion, where the rightful mistress of the house
has been smothered in their sleep. I do not usually write negative reviews, and am not expecting
these books to be great literary classics. However, I do expect more substance in the books I read,
and most definitely mind when authors just use the same template-no creativity or effort displayed.
Am so happy that I read this book through Kindle Unlimited. Spending money on books is not an

issue, only wasting it.

I like the story line but there were to many references to nipples, 22 to be exact! Mention it once
twice maybe three times but it was over kill and after the first few times it's not funny anymore just
annoying, which is to bad because I loved the first two Harper Harlow stories.

I liked the plot, but could've done with a lot less sex and more consistency with character. At first
Harper is humiliated when the men discuss sex in front of her but then it's all she can talk about?
Also wondering if there are some synonyms for "dead panned"? Got distracted by seeing it so often.

I usually love most of what this author writes under both of her names...but this was just so whiney
and one dimensional. I'm all for cute stories but the chemistry between the characters was flat and
forced and overkill. :( not sure I'll be continuing this series.
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